Customer Success Story

Gazprom speeds up
month end reporting
and improves financial
control with GL Wand
Gazprom Marketing & Trading (GM&T) is a wholly owned
subsidiary of OAO Gazprom, the world’s largest gas producer,
accounting for 18% of the world’s natural gas reserves. Its 950 employees
are responsible for trading and optimisation of Gazprom’s gas portfolio
as well as trading oil and oil products, power, carbon and foreign exchange.
The business operates 24 hours a day, seven days a week in 118 hubs worldwide.

What the business needs

Daniel Kennedy joined GM&T’s Finance team in early 2013
with responsibility for global month end reports. He quickly
realised that the team faced a number of reporting and data
issues. The company had implemented SAP in the previous 18
months and Finance had had limited opportunity to influence
the process, so the system was not tailored to their needs.
“Staff were using standard SAP reports but they weren’t
SAP experts and had no self-help tools available,”
explained Daniel. “This made it very difficult for them
to handle ad hoc queries from the business. They were
downloading large amounts of SAP data to Excel, setting
up offline databases and making offline adjustments to
data. There were no proactive controls to validate numbers
and no consistency in reporting. As a result, people were
spending a lot of time creating and amending reports and
explaining inconsistencies in the data rather than carrying out
analysis that would
benefit the business.”

“From a business
perspective, we needed
something that was
secure, transparent and
easy to use”
Daniel Kennedy
GM&T’s Finance Team

Daniel wasn’t surprised by what he
found, as he’d come
across the same
situation
in
a
previous
company. “Most Finance
people say that SAP
is ‘’less than ideal
at reporting,” he
said. “They prefer using Excel because
it’s easy for them to
create and tailor
reports. Even if you

ban Excel, you can’t stop management asking for ad hoc
information at short notice and so people create new reports
in Excel to answer their questions and then start making offline adjustments.”
What the GM&T’s Finance team needed was a flexible
and easy to use querying tool that would allow analysis
to complement and validate the results of the month
end processes. This had to provide an easy way to
interrogate the figures, drill down to the source data and
extract information for ad hoc queries. Finance needed to
be able to create and amend reports themselves, so that
they could quickly respond to changing business needs and
implement continuous improvement.
“From a business perspective, we needed something
that was secure, transparent and easy to use,” explained
Daniel. “It had to replicate the SAP security model and be fully
auditable, with the source of the data clearly defined. SAP
is the system of record in our business, so we had to
prevent offline adjustments and ensure staff used the most
up-to-date SAP data at all times. That meant providing a tool
that enabled the Finance team to access SAP data quickly
and in detail, with a simple ‘update’ function so data in
reports could be updated quickly rather than having to run
an overnight process.”

A solution for Gazprom

Daniel identified GL Wand from Excel4apps, a solution
that enables Finance departments to create Excel-based
reports directly from SAP. They can use familiar, intuitive Excel
commands to manipulate information and drill down to
whatever detail they need, while refreshing data from SAP at
any time. GL Wand uses existing SAP authorisations, so no new
SAP licences are needed and data security is maintained.

Daniel decided to work closely with Formulate, a key
Excel4apps partner in the UK. “Unlike most software, GL Wand
provides immediate ROI, as users can be effective from day
one,” explained Stephen Hambling, director of Formulate.
“Installation time is minimal, there’s no implementation project
and little training is needed, so anyone who is competent in
Excel can be writing reports within a day, if not an hour.
Stephen continues: “It frees up key staff to carry out valueadded analysis, and the time savings build up month after
month. If a user creates two reports in month one, next month
those reports are ready to use so they have time to create
new reports and to analyse the data, and the time savings
continue to increase exponentially in successive months.”
Daniel now had to convince his colleagues that they
should implement GL Wand. He identified key stakeholders
in Finance and IT and asked Formulate –to give an on-site
demonstration, as well as discussing his experience of using GL
Wand in a previous company. He then suggested that GM&T
used the 30 day free trial of the product on one of their Quality
Assurance Systems. Once people had tried the product for
themselves, they quickly saw how it could speed up and
simplify reporting.
“GL Wand changes behaviours – it gives Finance the
ability to access and manipulate live SAP data, rather than
download it into a separate database and work with it
offline” Daniel stated. “The finance staff are in control and
have the confidence to work directly with the SAP data. They
can answer ad hoc questions quickly using the power and
functionality of Excel and it’s easy for them to build reports,
create graphs and show trends such as actual figures against
budget.”
He obtained approval from the CFO and within three months
of joining GM&T he had implemented the product in the
Finance department. Installation on the company’s SAP
server took a couple of hours. It then took ten minutes to add
GL Wand to each user’s PC. Because the tool is intuitive to use
with a small amount of training, users were up and running on
the same day.

Faster, more accurate reporting

Now, the Finance team no longer need to open SAP to create
reports. They log into GL Wand using their SAP authorisation
and can create reports, answer queries and carry out all
the month end processes without leaving Excel. At the end
of the month, management reports are produced in GL
Wand in Excel format and then turned into a PDF to send to
the management team, all within GL Wand. In addition to
Daniel’s team, the tax team is now using GL Wand and the IT
team want to use it to validate numbers and check that they
are reporting accurate data.

“It frees up key staff to carry out valueadded analysis, and the time savings build
up month after month.”
Daniel Kennedy
GM&T’s Finance Team
“The users think it’s fantastic. One guy just grabbed it and
ran with it and he is using it for everything he can think of,
from checking if the tax numbers look right to ensuring that
contractor costs don’t fluctuate. All the interrogation takes
place there, and we can easily use it to build dashboards
and all of our management reports.”
“We’ve built standard P&Ls to use across all our subsidiaries,
from Singapore to Switzerland, so we can look at other
Gazprom entities in the same way. It’s easy to refresh the
reports and drill down to individual entries to see when they
were posted and who was responsible, so we know where to
go if we have any queries. We’ve also developed new high
level reports to give ‘flash results’ and track material changes
during month end as they happen.”
Stephen Hambling of Formulate echoes Daniel’s comments.
“Any company implementing GL Wand should focus on areas
where it is taking a long time to get from the correct data to
the report,” he says. “If there’s a lot of manual effort involved
in creating the report, using GL Wand will eliminate it and
enable the finance team to focus on analysis. By streamlining
global reporting in this way, Gazprom can quickly analyse
results and identify trends in different regions.”
When Daniel joined Gazprom, month end reporting was
taking until the 25th of the following month. In the first month
after implementing GL Wand, it was completed by the
17th, and timescales are continuing to reduce each month.
This gives the Finance team time to carry out value-added
activities and analysis. They have developed a number of
control reports that use variances to spot erroneous entries,
allowing proactive control and reducing re-work, while the
efficiency of accessing data allows the controls to be run
quickly and refresh monthly. The team can also focus on ‘high
risk’ areas, allowing Finance to be proactive, while a new
currency function enables better visibility and management
of FX exposure.
“Finance teams prefer using Excel – they can’t work without
it,” concludes Daniel. “GL Wand allows them to use a tool
they’re comfortable with to report and analyse live SAP data,
so the business can receive accurate, timely reports and
Finance have more time to carry out analysis that adds value
to the business.”

Excel4apps is the leading provider of real time reporting and budgeting solutions based on Microsoft
Excel. Its products include GL Wand, Reports Wand and Planning Wand which provide cost effective,
secure and user-friendly access to SAP data. It works with a number of partners throughout Europe,
including Formulate, a leading SAP consultancy based in the UK. Formulate offer advice and
applications to help organisations improve their budgeting, planning, reporting and consolidation.
Together this partnership has helped many companies to not only improve efficiency and reduce
the month-end close cycle, but to empower users and remove the reliance of the business on IT.
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